A formalism is presented which permits the calculation of electronic upsets caused by the reaction products from 14 MeV neutrons on silicon. The derivation of the formalism is developed from work in the field of radiobiology/microdosimetry. The equations follow from the mathematics of geometrical probability and are neither intuitive nor model dependent. The parameters required are the dimensions of the sensitive volume and the threshold energy for electronic upset. The results are general in the sense that any reaction, within the limits stated, can be described. Application is made to the specific case of soft error production in dynamic RAM's.
Introduction
Error generation by charged particle (e.g. cosmic rays or alpha particles) transit has now acquired a modest descriptive and analytic literaturel15. These events require a combination of a particle possessed of sufficient energy and electronic stopping power coupled with an appropriate track length within a device sensitive volume. Calculations based on these factors have led to successful predictions of event rates in spaceborne microelectronics3 '6. distribution function C(Q) have been used in the analysis of the cosmic ray induced soft error problem6. A second distribution, labeled I randomness, is required for those cases where the radiation is of internal origin. The distinction between p and I randomness stems from the choice of a point and direction outside the volume for p randomness and inside the volume for I randomness. The two distributions are closely related: (1) fI( Q) = 11; fp ( Q) where TQ is the mean chord length under p randomness (T7 = 4V/S).
There is an additional complication. The tracks emanating from an internally distributed source are not complete chords and are not, therefore, describable by I randomness, directly. What is needed is the subset of chord segments. KellererlO has called this "interior" randomness and derived the following relationship for the chord segment probability distribution: Thus the probability distribution under interior randomness is the same function as the sum distribution for p randomness divided by the p random mean chord length. This is a great labor saving relation since C(s) has already been determined for a rectangular volume13.
The sum distribution for interior randomness can also be derived from previous results. By definition G(s) = f fi(Q)dQ is the interior sum distribution function. Si28(n,n)Si28 elastic scatter, Si28(n,n')Si28 inelastic scatter, Si28(n,p)A128 and Si2B(n,ct)Mg25.
These reactions result in six charged particle spectra:
the four recoiling nuclei and the proton and alpha particle products.
These reaction spectra, 4i(E), are available from or derivable in some approximation from (5) the literature.
See especially Binder, Gompton and Smith14.
The spectra are displayed in Fig. 3 and are normalized to their respective cross section fractions.
For evaluation in Eq. 5 one needs R(u), the sum distribution of total track lengths. Sn+e is the total stopping power including nuclear, and the distribution E(u) is determined by the reciprocal of this relationship. Then 4i(E) becomes ¢EE(u)] by insertion and is the track length distribution. The sum distribution follows from the definition R(x) = r Ji[E(u)]du (8) The final spectrum that is needed is the slowing down spectrum. Those particles created outside the sensitive volume with ranges less than device dimensions form an equilibrium slowing down flux given by12 1 Emax Ni(Eo) = Sne(o f~i (E')dEl (9) io Sn+e(Eo) Eo f where Emax is the highest energy in the secondary particle spectrum.
It is this flux which intercepts the surface area of the sensitive volume and it is the energy at the intercept (start of the track segment within the volume) that is needed. An example for the recoils from the n,p reaction was calculated and is shown in Fig. 4 .
Event Rate
The reaction products per gram are generated in a material at a rate given by 0 (n/cm2) o,(cm2/atom)NA/A(atom/gm).
This generation times the probability of energy depo- (10) is the total number of events for the ith reaction for neutron fluence '. The Another comparison was attempted using this formalism and the alpha spectra from the n, a reaction. Guenzer et al report an event rate of -1 per 108n/cm2 for a 16K RAM stemming mostly from the n, a reaction. Although the parameters of the 16K RAM's tested seem to be estimates, if one inserts their numbers into this formalism (4.5 MeV = Eth and 20 x 10 x 3.5 p3 volume) one obtains -2.5 events for a predicted value. The difference may well be a reflection of the collection efficiencies, but the numbers are sensitive to accurate knowledge of Eth. If one estimates 5.5 MeV (comparable to the work of Pickel and Blandford) for the threshold energy the predicted value is -.25 events/108 n/cm2.
There is an additional difficulty with describing the n, a reaction and to a lesser extent the n,p reaction. Two charged particles emerge in each case and from the n, a reaction the recoil Mg25 has mean energy -.5 MeV. For reactions arising inside the volume this has the average effect of a lower Eth and the alpha particle need only depart Eth -Erecoil or vice versa. Caswell and coynel6 have addressed this problem recently. At low threshold energies this ceases to be a problem due to the smallness of the n,a cross section with respect to the rest.
Design Response
The design response to reduce susceptibility to single particle upsets for the cosmic ray case and the neutron or proton reaction generated case is the same. In both cases reduction can be accomplished by reducing the dimensions of the sensitive volume to smaller values while retaining relatively large AEth values. A cubic shape provides the most rapid fall off of chord length probability. A thin slab of the same volume would admit a probability of long chords but a substantially smaller most probable chord length.
Dielectric isolation is a mechanism for achieving reduced depletion plus diffusion depths. The SOS technology incorporates this feature. In the reduction scaling it is important to remember that if cne diminishes the volume by a factor of 1/n and the threshold energy by a factor of 1/n that the dE/dx threshold has scaled by l/n2/3, hence a substantially smaller dE/dx can produce upsets as one proceeds to high densities of devices in a linear scaling mode.
Other factors such as doping concentrations and voltage levels that may be associated with size scaling are suppressed. Their combined effect is to produce a new AEth which, other than dimensional factors, is the only parameter of this analysis. Thus, in the sample calculation reducing volume and AEth by common factors may be unwarranted but it is only an sample calculation.
Another feature worth noting is that the two terms in Eq. 10 compliment each other. For very large devices relative to the particle range the second term dominates, for very small values the first term dominates. Both, however, have C(Q) as a primary factor. Hence, designing C(i) with the fastest fall off possible reduces the event rate in both these cases.
Limitations of the Formalism
What is predicted by the formalism given here are energy depositions greater than some specified value, AEth, in the form of ionizing interactions. The ratio of electronic upsets to these energy deposition events should rise from near zero for energy deposition equal to AEth to unity for energy depositions substantially above AEth. One would anticipate this function to be quite steep in VLSI size devices due to the short collection paths. Since this formalism integrates over all values of energy deposition, the effect of this function on the total is minimized.
Finally, it should be kept in mind that the formalism presented here is based on rectilinear paths.
Silicon ions of energy < 300 keV undergoe increasing amounts of nuclear wide angle scattering with decreasing energy violating the straight line assumption of the chord length distributions. This increases the actual path length within the sensitive volume and hence increases the energy deposition accordingly. The present formalism is, hence, inappropriate at very low ion energies and the contribution to the event rate from particles in that portion of the spectrum should properly be undertaken on a different basis.
Conclusion
The formalism presented here is applicable to those upset events in which a specific energy deposition requirement can be established within specified boundaries. Soft errors in memory cells are an example. This same procedure is also capable of describing proton initiated upsets. The common requirement is knowledge of the reaction spectra including recoils.
There are of course electronic upsets to which this analysis does not apply. Filamentary breakdown along a track is an example. The recoil spectrum 4(E) of A128 arising from the n,p reaction with 14 MeV neutrons on Si28. The slowing down spectrum N(E) which results is also shown. Conversion of the primary recoil energy spectrum into the range sum distribution results in R(u).
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